
Take Vacations using 
this One Weird Trick – 

DOCUMENTATION!



Who we are



Rich Trouton
• Lead Help Desk Technician for 

HHMI’s Janelia Farm Research 
Campus 

• 18 years of Mac system support 
experience 

• Generally can always be found 
drinking a diet Coke 

• Thinks NetBoot is the greatest 
thing since sliced bread. 

• @rtrouton on Twitter



Vanessa White
• Mac Evangelist and Software 

Support Engineer at PaperCut 

• Has supported Apple devices 
professionally for a decade 

• Macgirl84 on Twitter/Freenode/
Slack 

• Can still troubleshoot OS 9 
from memory



Part 1:
Why document?



Why Document?









$7.95 a minute?!?





Memory Aid 

• Use documentation as your 
external memory. 

  
•  Documentation can be 

used to track the smallest 
details.

Teaching Tool

•  Documentation can be 
given to others to help train 

them.  

• Documentation can answer 
others’ questions in place of 

them needing to ask you. 

How Does Documentation Help You?



Required 
Documentation Common Tasks

Business 
Continuity

Unusual 
Situations

When to Document?



Required 
Documentation



Common Tasks



Business Continuity



Unusual Situations



What About Disaster Recovery?

Required 
Documentation

Business 
Continuity





Part 2:
How to!



Documentation Basics

• What is Documentation? 

• Why is it Important? 

• Who is it for? 

• Where do you store it? 

• How do you make it?



What Documentation 
is and isn’t



Why Documentation 
is Important



Who needs 
Documentation?



Where to store 
Documentation



That’s great 
but… how?



So… since this is a 
BYOD workshop…

It’s time to do some real world, practical documentation.





Yup.



It’s Peanut 
Butter Jelly Time



Why PB&J?
• Sandwiches are universal 

• Peanut Butter and Jelly Sandwiches doubly so 

• You know how to make them 

• There are multiple assembly techniques 

• There are refinements



Let’s practice!
3 types of users



3 User Types
• Write docs for the following groups: 

• End Users: Buy a sandwich and eat it; how to 
contact sandwich support 

• Power Users: Buy supplies, assemble one 
sandwich 

• Sysadmins: Build and deploy sandwiches to users



• Target each user type: A Sysadmin, who makes 
dozens of sandwiches doesn’t need knife skills 
explained, a Power User might. 

• Warnings & caveats: Don’t use/eat moldy bread or 
jam, ensure crunchy peanut butter is stirred, etc. 

• Illustrate critical steps: Take photos to explain how 
to spread PB&J, joining bread slices, presentation 
options for slicing and crust removal.



Get messy
Start making sandwiches and writing documentation. 

Also, we’ll do Q&A now



Intermission
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Previously on this 
presentation…

Hopefully this comes through in Majel Barrett’s voice



What we talked about:

• The benefits of documentation 

• Why documentation matters 

• The who/what/where/why/how of documentation 

• Practical application of documentation writing 
through peanut butter jelly sandwich making



Part 3
Pro Tips



Initial Documentation

• If you’re doing it once, you might need to do it again 

• If it’s affected by your environment: DOCUMENT IT! 

• Take notes and screenshots as you go 

• Better to have too much documentation than not 
enough!



Screenshots
• Full Display(s): ⌘ Shift 3 

• Selectable area: ⌘ Shift 4 

• Specific Window: ⌘ Shift 4, then [space] 

• Disable drop shadows via Terminal.app: 

defaults write com.apple.screencapture disable-shadow true  
killall SystemUIServer



Jargon & Argot
• Remember your audience and what they know 

• Avoid jargon and argot in end user documentation 

• Define uncommon or potentially new terms 

• If it isn’t industry standard, consider leaving it out 

• Define acronyms at least once per page



Legible or Not?
• Bacon ipsum dolor amet 

tri-tip consequat nisi 
mollit cillum. 

• Ut sausage nostrud 
turducken. 

• In id pastrami ball tip, 
occaecat eiusmod 
minim t-bone picanha 
cow lorem ut. 

Bacon ipsum dolor amet 
tri-tip consequat nisi mollit 
cillum. Ut sausage nostrud 
turducken. Et laboris short 
ribs, pork belly in alcatra 
leberkas adipisicing shank 
tenderloin sunt kielbasa 
consequat cillum in. In id 
pastrami ball tip, occaecat 
eiusmod minim t-bone 
picanha cow lorem ut.



Style Guides
• The evolution of legibility! 

• Consistent document styles = greatest thing 

• Follow common conventions for best impact 

• Do customize things



Best tool for the job?
The one you like.



Target Audience
• Other Admins? 

• Anyone? 

• Students/Staff? 

• Emergency Personnel? 

• Make sure your audience can understand!



Test your docs
• Verify that it is reliable documentation! 

• Have someone go through your documentation: 
For best results, have several people do this! 

• Make sure everything makes sense 

• Adjust any issues before publication/distribution



Keep Things Up To Date

• New OS coming out? Verify processes still work. 

• New management/deployment software version 
deprecates your documentation? Write new docs 
and… 

• Archive legacy documents. Don’t delete them. 

• Storage is cheap: don’t junk documentation.



Cap reminds you!
• Watch your language. No: 

• Cussing 

• Outward hostility 

• You have no idea who 
might read your docs in the 
future, so keep them clean. 

• The documentation you  
leave behind is your legacy. 



Neutrality and Tense

• Neutrality: Skip he/she — use they/you instead 

• Tense: Present Continuous 

• Example:



Neutrality and Tense

• Advising an end user on how to add a printer: 

• First you’ll want to click on the  Menu in the 
upper left of your screen. 

• Then select System Preferences to open the 
window. 

• Click on Printers & Scanners, then…



Part 4:
Disaster Recovery



Don’t Panic
Seriously, remember to breathe. 

It won’t break worse.







Who’s The Audience?



Who’s The Audience?



Make printed copies



Make the printed  
documentation available



Order of Operations



Order of Operations



Order of Operations



Physical Needs



Replacement Parts



Make support hardware available



Show Which Buttons to Hit



Verifying Normal Operation



Data Loss



Restoring Data From Backup



Test the documentation



Audit the documentation



Archive obsolete documentation



Automation



Finding and Fixing Gaps



Outside services and Disaster Recovery



Outside services and Disaster Recovery

• Before you move services:  

• Who is managing my data? 

• How is my data backed up? 

• What happens if you lose my data?



Don’t Panic
Seriously, remember to breathe. 

It won’t break worse.



Final Q&A
Or would you like to make leftover sandwiches?


